
AETA  3-part Sensor
Installation Guide



Introduction

This guide is designed to act as a step-by-step manual on how to 
deploy one of the AETA’s 3-part sensory equipment. 

There are two parts to this manual, one illustrates the site 
selection process. This is the process you undertake after 
receiving approval to deploy, and before deploying the sensor. 

The second part is the deployment process itself. 

Every step in this manual is a crucial step to ensure full 
functionality of the AETA sensory equipment. If any step is 
missed, it could cause a malfunction that directly impacts the 
sensor’s functionality.
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Part One | Site Selection
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Step One

Scouting the area for geological activity as well as availability 
for deployment 

Step Two

Next is ensuring there is access to a power consumption. 
Although in some circumstances AETA can provide an alternative 
power source.
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Step Three

Network accessability is another vital part of the deployment 
process, as data must be seemlessly transmitted from the 
location of deployment.

Step Four

We then must confirm the space is suitable for deployment and 
there is no peripheral interference.
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Step Five

Once all this is confirmed, the AETA sensory system can be 
installed. They are planted 2 meter into the earth
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Part Two | Installation Process
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Step One

First, dig a 2-metres-deep hole at the selected place of deploy-
ment.

Step Two

After finishing the 2-meters-deephole, at the bottom, dig a 
further 60cm x 50cm x 30cm hole.
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Step Three

Then fill this newly dug hole with cement, which will form the 
foundation bed for the electromagnetic sensor to be embedded.

Step Four

Place the bottom of the electromagnetic probe into the cement 
by about 10cm and keep the probe straight.
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Step Five

Place the acoustic probe at least 1meter beside the 
electromagnetic probe.

Step Six

Once the sensors have been placed in the ground, the terminal 
box ‘s cable is then fed through a PVC pipe with a diameter of 
4cm to protect the cable. The terminal box is then placed indoors 
with a power and network supply. Tdistance between the 
terminal and probes should be no more than 40m
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Step Seven

Before burying the probes with surrounding soil, the system is 
firstly tested to ensure functionality and connection to the cloud 
server

Step Eight

The hole where the electromagnetic and acoustic probe are can 
now be filled with soil. Covering the probes and the hole 
completely. 
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Step Nine

An Indicator Board is placed above the hole after the sensors 
have been buried

Step Ten

Testing of the functionality of the sensors is done again. Ensuring 
the burying process didn’t affect anything
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Installation is complete

Installation is complete, and data is shared continuosly from the 
terminal box to the cloud server
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Electromagnetic Sensor

The AETA 3 part sensors

Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz;
Dynamic range of output: 0.1nT~1000nT;
Sensitivity: >20mV/nT@0.1Hz~10kHz; 

Data resolution: 18bits.
Size: Diameter is 90mm,
height is 850mm,
length of cable is 40m.

Acoustic Sensor 

Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz;
Voltage resolution: 19.073uV;

Conformity error: ＜±5.5%(0.47dB); 

Data resolution: 18bits.
Size: Diameter is 265mm,

height is 68mm,
length of cable is 40m.

Terminal Box

Multi-probe access
Data pre-processing, data packing &
transfer to cloud sever, local storage
Remote operation and access ability;
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Contact & About Us

The Shenzhen Earthquake Monitoring and Prediction Technology 
Research Center of Peking University has developed a broadband 
electromagnetic disturbance and geoacoustic monitoring multi-compo-
nent seismic forecasting and prediction system named AETA.

From 2016, 300 3-part sensory systems have been deployed in some of 
the most earthquake-active areas in China, of which 240 sets in 
Sichuan/Yunnan and neighboring provinces, and 60 sets in other areas. 
More systems will be deployed as soon as additional funding becomes 
available. Presently, 38TB of data has been collected, and 20GB of data is 
being collected daily.

The system collects seismic data from the surface of the earth and utilizes 
similarities between before, during, and after an earthquake occurs. This 
data is fed into an algorithm that can forecast whether an earthquake will 
happen, several days in advance.

Email: yongshanshan@pku.edu.cn | global@aeta.io


